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Criteria:
30 Hz ≤ f ≤ 1001 Hz
Inside Plasmasphere ( > 100 cm2)
Ellipticity > 0.5 Polarization > 0.5
Assume parallel propagation –
appropriate for hiss in most cases
Use CPDR to calculate ne from
observations of B2 and E2

282Hz 355Hz 398Hz 502Hz 631Hz
November 8, 2013

Gives sensible results!
But are they useful?

(a)

RBSP-A 2013/12/26

(d)
Unphysical roll off in density

(b)

(c)

Unphysical roll off in density

December 26, 2013

(e)

RBSP-B 2013/01/30

January 30, 2013

1. Help identify cases where fUH has features close to HFR upper limit (beyond HFR upper limit?)
2. Investigate roll off in densities from fUH at low L shells (due to HFR upper limit)
3. Estimate of density for periods when fUH is difficult to identify or not yet available

All frequencies show
similar structure:
•
•

Mostly linear
Roll off at high
density

•

Largest offset at
low density

•

Smallest offset at
high density
(before roll off)

Calibrate calculated
densities against
densities from fUH to
remove offset and
improve accuracy

IQR of log10 Ratio Distribution

Normalized Number in Bin
Density from Wave Observations (cm-3)

IQR of Density Ratio Distribution

Density from Wave Observations (cm-3)

(b)

398 Hz

Density from Upper Hybrid (cm-3)

(a)

Frequency (Hz)

Two factors dictate accuracy of calculated densities – systematic offsets and distribution scatter
Considering only densities 100 cm-3 < ne < 2250 cm-3, find peak of the distribution in each calculated density bin
Perform linear fit to these values as a function of calculated density for each frequency bin
Disregard bins with large spread in ratio distribution, IQR > 0.3, reducing distribution scatter
Use the linear fits to correct for systematic offsets in calculated densities

Coefficients a and b
Frequency (Hz)
30
35
39
43
49
55
63
71
80
89
100
112
126
142
159
178
199
224
252
282
316
354
398
447
502
562
631
709
795
891
1001

Coefficients
a
0.84250415
0.92778735
0.99105703
0.98009643
1.0139326
1.1428118
1.1436739
1.1149177
1.0889325
1.0447823
1.0462601
0.97908031
0.9285877
0.9285877
0.9285877
0.76756557
0.76756557
0.72101384
0.72735621
0.65869858
0.67095227
0.68148182
0.68148182
0.69077985
0.7403488
0.81390176
0.74724538
0.8125163
0.8125163
0.84564438
1.1051886

b
0.66310892
0.64805693
0.62958402
0.64025725
0.64723591
0.60810072
0.6223317
0.636289
0.64723591
0.66557198
0.66502463
0.69321292
0.71455939
0.71455939
0.71455939
0.7695676
0.7695676
0.79474549
0.79173509
0.82047072
0.81527094
0.81335523
0.81335523
0.80925014
0.79419814
0.76067324
0.78106185
0.75424193
0.75424193
0.74329502
0.65708813

c = 1 if IQR < 0.3 at the observed
frequency and calculated density
c = NaN if IQR > 0.3 at the observed frequency
and calculated density (value disregarded)

Table of c values as a function of frequency and calculated
density are also available (but do not fit on slide)
Taking the median value over all frequencies at each
time instance provides the final density estimate
(removes f dependence)
Density estimates on subsequent slides have been
smoothed with a boxcar average (1-minute window)

Density from fUH

Calibrated Calculated Density

Density from EFW

Calibrated Calculated Density
Density from fUH
Density from EFW

Median Density Profiles

(a)
RBSP-A
December 26, 2013

(c)

Hiss-Inferred Density
Density from fUH
Density from EFW

Indicator bars added to
show whenRBSP-B
density
estimates from each
June 21, 2015
method are available
Same time periods as
shown earlier - roll-off in
density from upper hybrid
and density feature near
upper limit of HFR

(b)

Hiss inferred density not
subject to roll off

RBSP-B
January 30, 2013

(d)

RBSP-A
All methods of
inferring
January
density track
same 21, 2
features
Hiss-inferred densities
track features where fUH is
close to and beyond HFR
upper limit (density
estimates at lower L)

(c)
All methods of inferring
density track same
general features

RBSP-B
June 21, 2015

Even smaller scale
structures are tracked by
hiss-inferred densities
Hiss-inferred density
doesn’t do so well at
tracking some structures
But does quite well
with others
Other methods are almost
certainly more reliable, but
what about time periods
when the other methods
are not available?

(d)

RBSP-A
January 21, 2016

Hiss-Inferred Density
Density from fUH
Density from EFW

Hiss-Inferred Density

Density from EFW

Percentage of time available

Density from fUH

Data coverage is calculated for the time period between October 1, 2012, and April 30, 2016
(based on data availability as of July 11, 2017)
For L < 4; EFW provides 31% data coverage, density from fUH provides 34% coverage, whereas hiss-inferred
densities provide the highest level of data coverage with 78% (since hiss is almost always present)
Note that these statistics include time periods for which the density data
(derived from the upper hybrid line) have simply not yet been processed

Criteria:
0.05 fce ≤ f ≤ 0.90 fce
Outside Plasmasphere ( < 100 cm2)
Ellipticity > 0.5 Polarization > 0.5
Include wave normal angle in
calculation – Planarity > 0.5
Use CPDR to calculate ne from
observations of B2 and E2

Median density over all frequencies
Initial results seem somewhat variable
Maybe calibration against density from
fUH will improve accuracy…

November 20, 2012

Or maybe not…
*Calibrated* Density
Density from EFW
Density from fUH

November 20, 2012
Applied same calibration technique as used for hiss – linear fits and IQR < 0.3 limitation

Why doesn’t it work???

Two problems…
1. Chorus-inferred densities are more variable so not much data meets
IQR < 0.3 requirement – we’re throwing away almost all calculated densities!
2. Variation isn’t really linear – using linear fits to correct for systematic offsets is not accurate

Need to investigate more appropriate ways of calibrating chorus-inferred
densities against densities from upper hybrid line (I’m working on it!)

Plasma densities have been calculated using observations of plasmaspheric hiss
Calibration using statistical comparison between calculated densities and
densities determined from upper hybrid line improves accuracy
Calculated density can be used to help identify features near upper limit of HFR range
Calculated densities provide more physical response (increase) at low L shells, unlike
densities from upper hybrid line which decrease – due to HFR limit and increasing fce
This technique provides a viable alternative for density estimations during periods when
the density from fUH (or EFW) is not available or is fUH is beyond upper limit of HFR
Technique permits increase in density data availability from 30-35%
using fUH or EFW, up to almost 80% for the region L < 4

Initial results for chorus seem less promising than for hiss… Perhaps due to varying
frequency range? Warm/hot plasma? Antenna-shorting factor? More work needed!

